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 SEK 7,400,000
Henån

 €950,000 + VAT
Henån

 €549,000
Henån

 €625,000
Stockholm 

Arcona 435 Carbon 

Najad 505 

Najad 490 

Najad 511  

Only just out of the box in 2019, of carbon and comes with 
all the kit for racing or to cruise in great comfort and rapidly. 
Never raced, rallied or put way remotely wet, she is now 
tucked up for the winter close to our office in Sweden.   

The last of the 505s to hatch in 2018, she has only 3 seasons 
of local use beneath her elegant keel although she has all the 
kit and caboodle needed for a planned trip around the planet. 
She also comes with a shallow keel of modest dimensions 
and yet more possibilities. Very shiny. 

2008 splash with unmistakable Judel/Vrolijk good looks, she 
was the last of the sisterhood to launch. She comes with 
masses of very nice and recent updates from Lithium Ion 
batteries to new electronics and recent sails to go with her 
good sea manners and great build.  

From 2010 and gleaming, Najad built her to MCA Category 0 
for these owners, she is rather special. Masses and masses 
of bluewater kit and caboodle, she’s proven to be perfect for 
serious cruising with a very modest crew. Her Najad build 
is A1 and she sails like a witch thanks to her slippery Judel/
Vrolijk lines.  

COVER IMAGE – Berthon Scandinavia, Winter 2021B E R T H O N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  YA C H T  L I S T I N G S
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 £695,000
Lymington

 £695,000 + VAT
Lymington

£394,950
Lymington

 €1,100,000 + VAT
Lymington

 £570,000
Lymington

€665,000
Lymington

£235,000
Lymington

 £175,000
Lymington

Discovery 55’ Mk II  

Oyster 575 

Cara Marine 18m 

Knierim FC 53’ 

Boreal 47’ 

Hallberg Rassy 62’ 

Sunseeker Camargue 50’  

Nicholson 476 

Ron Holland and the best of Blighty in 2015 she comes with a lovely open saloon 
layout, vertical windows aft and a maple interior. Massive bluewater spec, she 
has sailed far without effort, enjoying a serious nautical makeover in 2021 – paint, 
rig, widgets, covers, and much more. Discover the difference and all that.  

2010 hatch from the mollusc people and still with her original owner. She has 
the smartest interior that we have ever seen aboard a yacht of this vintage 
and comes with lots of nice new kit like sails, batteries and more. With only 3 
Transatlantics beneath her keel, she’s barely run in.  

Loves it when the going gets tough clockwork yacht with pilot boat heritage 
from 2004, she runs on a pair of Hamilton jet drives off Caterpillar C-12 diesels 
so provides a solid, reliable and fun ride. Lovely airy pilot house and she has 
been cherished in this ownership, there are no rough edges.   

Full carbon fast cruising yacht from Finot-Conq in 2018, she is the business. 
Possibly the ultimate offshore cruising yacht on the planet for experienced 
sailors, with carbon rig, drop keel and the capability to rack up 270+ nautical 
mile days. Rocket ship extraordinaire and ready for the Caribbean season.

2018 hatch, so not long out of the wrappers, the Swiss army knife of bluewater 
cruising yachts from the board of Jean-François Delvoye. Of tin, drop keel 
and all the needed caboodle for a circuit of planet Earth. Excellent platform for 
running away to sea aboard.   

For serious world cruising, this Frers from the Rassyfarians is genius. She splashed 
in 2004 and since then she has crossed oceans and munched miles reliably and 
without fuss. Much uprated in this ownership – new Raymarine, sails, batteries and 
much else, she comes with a push button rig and the Rassy hard top too.

Unmistakably from the board of Don Shead, in 2002 with a pair of 660hp Cats 
to aid rapid take off. Very well sorted, low hours and serviced on the dot. Epic 
cockpit with tender garage and passerelle. Below her high gloss cherry interior 
is lovely. Massively fresh for her year.  

David Pedrick and the iconic Camper & Nicholson yard, sadly no longer with 
us, in 1985, part of a series that won hearts and minds the world over. She is 
now in just her third ownership and has been cherished through life. 2012 saw 
new decks and she has a lovely Rondal furling rig. Special yacht.  
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 £1,200,000
Mallorca

 €1,550,000 + VAT
Italy

€550,000
Mainland Spain

 €600,000
Italy

 €420,000
East Mediterranean

€1,200,000
Mainland Spain

€540,000
Palma de Mallorca

 £495,000 + VAT
Mainland Spain

Discovery 58’  

Dixon 65’ 

Comet 62’RS  

Solaris 72’ 

Swan 55’ 

33m Giles Motorsailor  

Najad 505   

Oyster 56’  

From 2016, she is the business. Hand built by Discovery with a lovely crown oak 
interior overseen by an interior designer – and you can see the difference. The 
leather throughout is the same stuff used by Aston Martin. Throughout there are 
clever and innovative touches. On deck a push button rig. Totally plug and play. 

High tech build in 2002 by Southern Ocean Marine and designed by the main 
man. Conceived to be ferociously quick and she delivers. Now with in-boom, fast 
ocean passages are a reality for a husband and wife team. She has just completed 
a nautical makeover of mammoth size to fit her for a trot around the globe.

Vallicelli good looks that are simply never out of style, made flesh by Comar in 
2007. Sails like a rocket, lovely big cockpit, deck saloon and stacks of room for 
all the troops and crew too. Much uprated in this ownership, she is priced to 
ensure that there is no significant wallet damage.  

Doug Petersen and the wizards at Solaris in 2002 for Enrico Tettamanti to 
circumnavigate Earth aboard. Mission completed including a West to East 
transit of the Northwest Passage, all now freshly re-booted and suited and 
ready to go again. Rather under-priced.   

A cruising Swan, the 55’ is a rare breed, she comes with a centre cockpit, 
conceived by Nautor to be a pure cruising yacht. She has wonderful volume 
below and a great aft cabin, but have no doubt the sailing is still pure Swan and 
the build and finish as ever are of the first quality. Very well loved and sorted yacht.

Powerful and very handsome schooner with twin screw and masses of capability. 
She has taken this owner over 250,000 nautical miles from the Arctic Circle to the 
Pacific and far too many points between to mention here. She comes with 4 guest 
cabins plus crew and is maintained in the pink. Much admired cruising yacht.  

Najad, Judel/Vrolijk and Dick Young collaborated in 2008 to produce this special 
fleet bluewater cruising yacht. Very easy on the eye, she is easily handled with 
thrusters at each end, and in-boom fitted to her funky carbon rig. Go anywhere 
spec and lots of nice updates. Her designer interior really does pop.

The Oyster 56’ is the last word in bluewater cruising en-famille and has taken 
crews to the ends of the Earth - some of them multiple times. This 2005 yacht 
has cruised far without fuss, has been skipper maintained and her owner has 
repaid her with a very generous update budget.

B E R T H O N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  YA C H T  L I S T I N G S
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 £1,595,000
Palma de Mallorca

 €950,000
Mainland Spain

 €1,100,000
Palma de Mallorca

 £950,000 + VAT
Mainland Spain

Sunseeker Manhattan 55’  

Kanter 80’  

Windy SR52’ Blackbird 

Oyster 655   

2021 splash, she comes with the Platinum Mediterranean 
package which includes lots of nice stuff from tropical air con 
to hydraulic passerelle and a beach club too – how fab is that!  
Twin D13-800 Volvos provide plenty of oomph and she has 
been loved by our guardiennage team from hatch so gleams.   

Chuck Paine of tin she was conceived and built in 2001 to 
sail far. Lovely non-teak decks, split rig and a deck saloon 
too. Massive rework over the past 3 years – paint, rigs, sails, 
electronics, engineering, interior, systems – the works. Very 
well sorted magic carpet material for sure.  

Hans J Johnsen and the superyacht tender division at Windy 
in 2016, the SR 52’ is probably the coolest chase boat on the 
planet with triple IPS delivering 45 knots as well as a range 
of 600 nm at 30 knots. Totally refitted 2022, she comes with 
a T-top, full height screen and masses of enhancements at 
build and during refit. Epic.  

Perfectly formed mollusc from 2008 for bluewater cruising 
en-famille that comes with ample room for crew too. Lovely 
carbon spar and fully battened mainsail to make the most of 
her powerful hull shape drawn by Humphreys. Major nautical 
makeover in 2021/22 in the UK, she has never been in better 
shape and is very ready to roll.

W i n t e r  C o l l e c t i o n  2 0 2 2  -  2 0 2 3
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 £799,000
South Coast UK

 US $585,000
Riviera Beach, Florida

£1,800,000
Lymington

 £795,000
Lymington

 £599,000
South Coast, UK

US $695,000
Annapolis, MD. USA

£549,950
Channel Islands

 £1,000,000 + VAT
Canaries

84’ Troy Explorer   

Hylas 66’ 

Pearl 62’   

Discovery 57’ 

15m Penn-Jersey Commuter 

Goetz 66’ 

Windy 48’ Triton   

Discovery 54’ 

To lines by Stephen Seaton, this very superior little ship is from 2002. She comes 
with a flag blue hull livery, lovely high gloss beech interior and vast range. She has 
3 guest cabins and another 2 cabins for crew as you like. With twin Cats that are 
virtually inaudible at sea, she is nimble for her size and is very easy on the eye.  

German Frers and Queen Long Marine in 2004, these yachts are deeply 
unappreciated on this side of the Atlantic – our friends in the USA know better, 
and to be frank, we are missing out. Fab performance, proper deck saloon and a 
genius layout below decks. Much uprated in this ownership, she is shiny.  

2020 splash, Dixon have drawn a very special motor yacht with 4 cabins, masses 
of intelligent space both internally and externally, epic styling by Hoppen and a big 
tender garage – there is nothing else quite like the Pearl 62. Running on twin 900hp 
Volvos, she is in gleaming good shape and is available to see and touch now.  

2012 splash with Formula automated rig and Reckmann at the sharp end. Epic 
elliptical deck saloon windows – the light floods in, and with vertical windows aft 
and masses of space for living well above and below decks. Now needs some 
investment before her next ocean, the price reflects.

Built in 1932 in the USA, she comes with a fascinating history from Prohibition 
rum-running to Lend Lease under the RN and much more. The tapestry of her 
owners through the years makes her so much more than the sum of her parts. 
Totally restored in 2021 including new Nanni diesels, air con, the works!

Designed by Bergström & Ridder in 1993, this thoughtfully designed fast cruising 
yacht will show a clean pair of heels to most other yachts her size. With her drop 
keel and water ballast, she can be controlled from her centre cockpit so she is 
easy to handle – yet very rapid. Also comes with a Starship Enterprise interior.   

Built in Sweden in 2009, she was repowered of late with VP  D6-440 DPI drive 
trains for the ultimate in control, speed and economy. The result is sublime. 
Epic build, joystick positioning, air con and so much more, this is full fat Windy 
design, build and performance at its zenith. 

Ed Dubois and the Discovery team in 2018, for this owner for a serious trot 
around the planet, hence she comes with a phenomenal bluewater widget list. 
Skipper maintained from Day One, she is in super good shape. This owner’s 
planet trot has been shelved – your bluewater chariot awaits.  

B E R T H O N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  YA C H T  L I S T I N G S
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 US $450,000
Newport, RI.

 US $645,000
East Mediterranean

US $650,000
Jamestown, RI.

 US $699,000
Mystic CT.

Discovery 55’ 

Solaris 47’

Bristol 60’ 

X4.9 

2006 Disco benchmark cruising yacht in this segment for short handed crews 
to sail far. The sisterhood have made passage to all 4 corners of our planet. This 
yacht now needs TLC and investment, the price reflects this. Her deck saloon, 
interior watch keeping, genius Solent rig and Holland lines are all there.  

2018 Soto Acebal design made flesh by our friends at Solaris, Italy. Still with her 
original owner she has been used mostly for day sailing and has most certainly 
never been ridden hard or put away wet. Intelligent Mediterranean specification 
and sails like all Solaris yachts, like a train on tracks. 

Handsome cruising yacht that looks good from every angle, she was built for 
this owner in 1997. Custom design by Empacher, she has cruised to New 
England, the Caribs, and beyond the Canal as far as Guatemala. In return her 
owner has replaced decks, repainted and upgraded most systems aboard.   

2018 Niels Jeppersen design made flesh by the ferociously efficient team at X. 
With her 65’ rig and self-tacking jib, this new generation X powers up with little 
effort and is as rewarding for short handed sailors as she is on the regatta circuit. 
In stunning condition, she provides a comfort platform for living aboard too.   

  US $3,995,000
Beaufort, NC. 

FPB 83’ 

The original FPB, she is where it all started in 2005, she is the 
boat that Steve and Linda Dashew made their first 60,000 
nautical miles of straight line sailing aboard. She is massively 
well preserved and comes with a stunning Kelly Archer interior 
in high gloss Burmese teak. Just pit stopped including new 
batteries and lots of nice updates. With her pencil sharp bow 
entry and rugged good looks, there is only one WIND HORSE.   

W i n t e r  C o l l e c t i o n  2 0 2 2  -  2 0 2 3



#2 of a series of 3 exceptional go anywhere explorers from 
Dashew Offshore. Delivered in 2015 to MCA Category 0, she 
maintains this standard today. She has steamed through the 
Pacific, cruised in Antarctica and much more – her condition 
today belies the sea miles beneath her keel. 

Doug Peterson and built by Holland’s finest in 2001, she is 
gleaming following a rigorous programme of upgrade and refit 
in this ownership – paint, systems, engineering, rig, sails – the 
lot. She is also coded for charter as you wish. Her crowning 
glory is her wonderful covered deckhouse.

Captivating sailing yacht from the Spirit Team in 2021, she is 
not yet completely unwrapped and will be sold with warranty 
still in place. With her twin electric drive and recycled sails, 
the concept is for her to realise a carbon neutral position. Her 
interior is a glory of bespoke joinery and genius design in walnut.  

2020 hatch from Soto Acebal and Solaris, she is #7 of this 
illustrious sisterhood. Massively and thoughtful build specification 
includes a telescopic lift keel and push button sailing systems, 
both of which make her versatile and easy to sail – quickly.  
Skipper maintained from the get go, with zero faults listed.

 US $6,500,000 ex. VAT
Channel Islands

 €2,350,000 + VAT 
Palma de Mallorca

 £2,250,000
Lymington

 €2,070,000
East Mediterranean

FPB 78’ 

Jongert 2700m 

Spirit 65’DH 

Solaris 64’RS 
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